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RECAP OF THE DAY

For Classes IX-XII

LITERARY THINK ALOUDS

For Classes IX-X
DEVIL'S ADVOCATEThe devil has been advocated with, and the coat has

been turned.  The second day of the Shishukunj Literary
Fest was marked officially open with the
commencement of the Inter House Turncoat Debate:
Devil’s Advocate. 

The auditorium resonated with the strong voices and
excellent arguments of all our debaters, creating an
aura of enrichment, thought- provocation, and depth –
depth of creativity, conviction, and a fulfilled promise of
edification.

The contestants proved that it is better to debate a
question and settle it, than to settle a question without
debate. 2 contestants each, from the 4 Houses argued
in favour of, and against the topic: ‘The internet has
reduced the creativity of the youth’, given to them just
an hour prior to the actual event.  The Turncoat Debate
proved to be an enriching and learning experience for
all, and reinstated in us the value of human interaction
– conflict, argument, and debate.

Poetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful
feelings: it takes its origin from emotion
recollected in tranquillity.

They say we do not learn from experience; we
learn from reflecting on experience. This is the
foundation Literary Think Aloud has been
structured on. Literature can exist to teach only if
one reflects on what one has read, thinks on it at
depth, and articulates it with passion.
This was the idea behind the ‘Literary Think
Alouds’ event, wherein a total of 8 participants
from the 4 different houses took to the stage to
delve into poems by literature’s greats in
mesmerising detail. While one round allowed
them to choose a poem of their own liking, the
other ramped up the challenge by having it
assigned to them at random. However, they did
not fail to impress in either of them.

The event truly served as a brilliant exposure to
the beautiful world of poetry to both the
participants as well as the young minds in the
audience.
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SCHOLASTIC BOOK FAIR:
OVERLYBOOKED

It is said that a writer only begins a book. A reader finishes it. It is with this very same
spirit that Scholastic organised a book fair for students of classes I – XII. Scholastic
India shortlisted 10 students of classes XI and XII as interns, who then organised,
campaigned for, and managed the Scholastic Book fair as part of the Shishukunj
Literary Fest. ‘Overlybooked’ offers a rich profusion of books ranging from genres
such as fiction, non- fiction, mystery, crime, comedy, science fiction, children’s
literature, romance to name just a few. The Scholastic Book fair was inaugurated
this morning by the esteemed members of the management and the Scholastic
Interns. A ribbon was cut with the hope and confidence that a vibrant book fair as
such would instil in children both a curiosity, and a willingness to read. It has been a
constant effort of Shishukunj, and popular publications like Scholastic, to nurture
every child in the lap of literature, and cradle their being with knowledge, in a
manner non- acquiescing, pleasurable and innovative.

Overlybooked garnered quite an enthusiastic and positive response from students,
and we look forward to every child finding a book just perfect for them, which will
hold their hands and guide them to knowledge, wisdom, and in the fullness of time,
to a bright tomorrow.
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GLIMPSES FROM

For Classes VI-VIII
JUST INK IT

For Classes VII-X

DESIGN IT ANEW!
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GLIMPSES OF THE DAY
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